A STATEMENT OF PURPOSE

To become at One with the Divine-Self that another part of Itself may move within the Whole in accord with the Great Plan.

To become consciously aware of that Plan and thus be a self of the Self building, healing, lifting, helping, in the Great Work of Creation, Redemption and Perfection.

To become a Center of Wisdom, Love, Power, that the Understanding may open and all sacrifice become joy, all service be accomplished in the light of true Knowing.

To know Thee and be known of Thee; to exchange the Divine Essence of our Being in glorious communion—I in thee and Thou in me.

So Be It

8.21.21—9: A.M.

My Child:

Do not let in the powers of negativeness again; reach at once into your own center of light and become positive, rejecting them and sending them forth amongst their own kind. They are not for you. See to it that they do not again draw you into the negative expressions of depression, fear, condemnation, hopelessness. Remember your Divine birthright and say I WILL, I CAN, I AM.

I AM the joy of the world, purity, truth, delight.

I am the way of the sword, or I am a heaven of light.

Ye choose, and as ye choose, so shall ye be,

Separate, United, Sick, Well, self, or One with Me.

June, 1921
My little One:

Heed thy Father when He speaks to thee. Thy mind lacks clearness, but thy soul knows and thy body obeys. Learn to know my call and to respond. The four must become as One. The Way that opens is guarded by the two-edged sword. The Flame that rises is the power which unites thee and me. Shrink not when the Great Light is revealed, even though at first it seem but darkness. As thou dost endure in Faith, knowing my protection is about thee, the darkness will become the Light and thou wilt arise on the wings of the morning, a regenerated center of radiating that light into the hearts of all who receive.

Learn to know my call and respond.

August 30, 1921---9:30 A.M.

Ques.: What is the two-edged sword?

Ans. The flaming sword of life and death which guards the path of life eternal. Raise its point upwards and eternal life is thine; point it downward and the battle of eternal death is thine. Become one with that sword and thou shalt become a Son of the Flame, a mighty power cutting through the dense darkness—New Way of Light. Then indeed shalt thou be a Warrior of Light for whom the hour shall never strike; for thou shalt be thy own true self, My self in Might.
Create, Child of the Eternal, Create. Thy substance is of Me and all that thou dost call thine is mine; therefore CREATE!

I posit my consciousness irrevocably in the Eternal.

A message I give thee; Beloved, with which to open thy Book. Often amidst thy daily duties thou dost walk listlessly and without thought. At such times, awake thyself by power of will and command thy soul to speak. This listless condition has two aspects, one negative and one positive. The positive aspect can and should be the condition wherein thy inner God may speak in tones thy outer self may hear. Learn to know its possibilities and its power and seek.

The Way before thee is long and difficult and will try thy powers of endurance to the uttermost. Only by finding refuge in Me can the power become yours. Seek that refuge with will and determination and let no outer pain, no outer joy, move you from that seeking. All that thou dost long for lies within thy hands for use, if so be you can obey My Will for you and follow my instructions. Seek my Will again and again, even as thou hast now sought.

9/1/21—7:00 P.M.
ATOMS

An atom is a center of power confined within a microcosmic circle, seemingly apart from the universal ether, but in reality only a walled-in bit of that ether. Remove the wall and you have a minus quantity in so far as appearance is concerned, but in reality the seeming minus quantity has become a negative power corresponding to an inward movement of the formal aspect. When the negative power is caught and held by another form, designed to draw it outward, then not only the original confined power is at the disposal of the next form but through its association with the negative side of life, all of that force which has at some time gone inward through the minus aspect flows again outward and can be used in whatever volume is required.

Thus will be rediscovered the negative or night side power of life as used by the Atlanteans.

11/18/21
Ques. asked of S.W. by F. W., 11/18/21—8:40 evening.

What is the explanation of my physical condition? What is the cause? What is happening, what is it?

From Within: There is no immediate danger although the heart is at times hard pressed because of the poison in the bloodstream. These poison germs are of the destructive orders of life and were injected into the bloodstream artificially for most part. There were some latent hereditary germs which were stirred into activity by contact with the new influx. These germs can be overcome first, by right constructive thought, second right diet, third by the vibration known as "3". This vibration is that of the Christ Power, a regenerated creative force, raised in vibratory rate until it becomes the golden vital power which holds all forces in its grasp, or rather in its rhythm. The "3" rate is healing and if by right thought you can raise the creative force into the Christ Power, destructive effects will pass away.

The poisonous germs are the result of the creative power turned in the wrong direction and impregnated with lust and evil passions. A returning of these little lives into higher channels by power of pure thought force and will will change their poisonous character into the higher purer, eternal living power of the Divine Self, the Christ in man.

Yours is a great opportunity, for while you have lead a pure life in this incarnation, it has not always been so; therefore work, lift and attain.
TO ALL TEMPLES.

When the human race comes into a realization that the divine creative fires are generated by specific vibration, set in motion by mental or spiritual and physical power, there will be much less cause for friction between personalities who have chosen different methods for awakening these rates of vibration.

All creative, preservative fires are divine whatever be the method of their materialization.

He who despises the methods of one school of healing, despises the God who is responsible for reign the creative fires in the mind of man, which has enabled him to produce a means by which the healing of disease and preserving of the living substance which is requisite for use can be accomplished.

Given later the same day.

The creative fires are the 49 degrees or aspects of cosmic Electricity—Life Force.

They are the 49 differentiated energies in action in the creation or the one homogenous substance from which all diversified forms of matter in manifestation are evolved.

The substance or matter from which the organic form of any ant is created is of the same nature and character as is the organic substance matter form of man kind, but is of different intensities and power in the case of man, therefore of different rates of vibration.

Hilarion.
In general, this badge stands for all that its component parts do when taken separately; and in its entirety for the oneness of all and the perfectability, not alone of man, but his conditions as well.

The Spiritual Serpent, the Mundane Snake, the all-containing Egg, the out-going and returning of the Great Breath, the reversed cycle, etc., are suggested by the circumscripting serpent.

As the great body of souls is incarnated, the body of the serpent is shown above the blue dome - in the depths of Maya are the lesser number, the two extremes; the head is just beginning to catch a glimpse of the heights that rise above and beyond.

Considered as a type of the higher and dominant classes, the head leading, yet in a sense following the tail, or submerged ones, are, though beginning to lose sight of the delusions of materialism, still too unmindful of the great truth that, despite the seeming, both head and tail are parts of one Universal Body, One, except in Maya. As quickly as this is perceived, the head will cease to bite at the tail and the tail will no longer seek to draw away from the head.

The light blue may be considered the envelope, the ether, the Great Ocean of Infinity, which when ruffled by the Spirit that moves on the face of the deep, gives birth to the Cosmos.

The Square typifies the plane of the manifested. The two triangles stand for the great pyramid and its reflection, for the Higher and Lower Manas united at the center by a symbol of accomplishment; the whole on the lines of the Temple - the Circle Squared.

The upper triangle of dark blue stands for the upper planes. The cataclysm of water is depicted by the symbol of the curling wave descending, that of fire by the same ascending. The lower triangle of red stands for the field of Kama, the Iron Age, and suggests the flame that circles above the world's valley of despair.

Red, yellow and blue are the trinity from which are born the four remaining colors of the prismatic spectrum, hence their union producing white represents the final attainment of perfection by harmonizing the seven planes of being. The Perfected One, the Christos, is thus symbolized, His Star standing over the place where the three become ONE. The larger central figure is based upon another symbol, itself standing for the seven emanations, here four times repeated - a cycle of attainment at the termination of which the Avatar is again manifested. The two triangles are separated by the bar of yellow and gold; the latter standing like pillars at the right and left hand. The gold signifying material gain, which threatens not only to divide the classes, but to sever even the spiritual union (see light blue).

When the gold-force shall, through the alchemy of brotherhood, be lived out, be transmuted into the yellow of the Buddhic principle, it will no longer separate, but will itself unite the right and the left, from above and below, and make one, all that the Father has given - raising them by the strong grip to the stature of perfection, accomplishing the At-one-ment.
Just m. Prm